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Indonesia Jamie S. Davidson 2018-08-16 This Element argues that after twenty years of democratization, Indonesia has
performed admirably. This is especially so when the country's accomplishments are placed in comparative perspective.
However, as we analytically focus more closely to inspect Indonesia's political regime, political economy, and how
identity-based mobilizations have emerged, it is clear that Indonesia still has many challenges to overcome, some so
pressing that they could potentially erode or reverse many of the democratic gains the country has achieved since its
former authoritarian ruler, Soeharto, was forced to resign in 1998.
Post-Islamism Asef Bayat 2013-05-28 At least since the Islamic revolution of 1979 in Iran, political Islam or Islamism
has been the focus of attention among scholars, policymakers, and the general public. Much has been said about Islamism
as a political and moral/ethical trend, but scant attention is paid to its ongoing development. There is now a growing
acknowledgment within the scholarly and policy communities that Islamism is in the throes of transformation, but little
is known about the nature and direction of these changes. The essays of Post-Islamism bring together young and
established scholars and activists from different parts of the Muslim World and the West to discuss their research on
the changing discourses and practices of Islamist movements and Islamic states largely in the Muslim majority
countries. The changes in these movements can be termed 'post-Islamism,' defined both as a condition and a project
characterized by the fusion of religiosity and rights, faith and freedom, Islam and liberty. Post-Islamism emphasizes
rights rather than merely obligation, plurality instead of singular authoritative voice, historicity rather than fixed
scriptures, and the future instead of the past.
Remaking Muslim Politics Robert W. Hefner 2009-01-10 There is a struggle for the hearts and minds of Muslims unfolding
across the Islamic world. The conflict pits Muslims who support pluralism and democracy against others who insist such
institutions are antithetical to Islam. With some 1.3 billion people worldwide professing Islam, the outcome of this
contest is sure to be one of the defining political events of the twenty-first century. Bringing together twelve
engaging essays by leading specialists focusing on individual countries, this pioneering book examines the social
origins of civil-democratic Islam, its long-term prospects, its implications for the West, and its lessons for our
understanding of religion and politics in modern times. Although depicted by its opponents as the product of political
ideas "made in the West" civil-democratic Islam represents an indigenous politics that seeks to build a distinctive
Islamic modernity. In countries like Turkey, Iran, Malaysia, and Indonesia, it has become a major political force.
Elsewhere its influence is apparent in efforts to devise Islamic grounds for women's rights, religious tolerance, and
democratic citizenship. Everywhere it has generated fierce resistance from religious conservatives. Examining this
high-stakes clash, Remaking Muslim Politics breaks new ground in the comparative study of Islam and democracy. The
contributors are Bahman Baktiari, Thomas Barfield, John R. Bowen, Dale F. Eickelman, Robert W. Hefner, Peter
Mandaville, Augustus Richard Norton, Gwenn Okruhlik, Michael G. Peletz, Diane Singerman, Jenny B. White, and Muhammad
Qasim Zaman.
Islamic Populism in Indonesia and the Middle East
Islam and Democracy John L. Esposito 1996-05-09 Are Islam and democracy on a collision course? Do Islamic movements
seek to "hijack democracy?" How have governments in the Muslim world responded to the many challenges of Islam and
democracy today? A global religious resurgence and calls for greater political participation have been major forces in
the post-Cold War period. Across the Muslim world, governments and Islamic movements grapple with issues of
democratization and civil society. Islam and Democracy explores the Islamic sources (beliefs and institutions) relevant
to the current debate over greater political participation and democratization. Esposito and Voll use six case studies-Algeria, Egypt, Iran, Malaysia, Pakistan, and Sudan--to look at the diversity of Muslim experiences and experiments.
At one end of the spectrum, Iran and Sudan represent two cases of militant, revolutionary Islam establishing political
systems. In Pakistan and Malaysia, however, the new movements have been recognized and made part of the political
process. Egypt and Algeria reveal the coexistence of both extremist and moderate Islamic activism and demonstrate the
complex challenges confronting ruling elites. These case studies prove that despite commonalities, differing national
contexts and identities give rise to a multiplicity of agendas and strategies. This broad spectrum of case studies,
reflecting the multifaceted relationship of Islam and Democracy, provides important insight into the powerful forces of
religious resurgence and democratization which will inevitably impact global politics in the twenty first century.
Religion and Regulation in Indonesia Ismatu Ropi 2017-01-05 This book analyses the relation between state and religion
in Indonesia, considering both the philosophical underpinning of government intervention on religious life but also
cases and regulations related to religious affairs in Indonesia. Examining state regulation of religious affairs, it
focuses on understanding its origin, history and consequences on citizens’ religious life in modern Indonesia, arguing
that while Indonesian constitutions have preserved religious freedom, they have also tended to construct wide-ranging
discretionary powers in the government to control religious life and oversee religious freedom. Over more than four
decades, Indonesian governments have constructed a variety of policies on religion based on constitutional legacies
interpreted in the light of the norms and values of the existing religious majority group. A cutting edge examination
of the tension between religious order and harmony on one hand, and protecting religious freedom for all on the other,
this book offers a cutting edge study of how the history of regulating religion has been about the constant negotiation
for the boundaries of authority between the state and the religious majority group.
Islam and Democracy in Indonesia Jeremy Menchik 2016-01-11 Indonesia's Islamic organizations sustain the country's
thriving civil society, democracy, and reputation for tolerance amid diversity. Yet scholars poorly understand how
these organizations envision the accommodation of religious difference. What does tolerance mean to the world's largest
Islamic organizations? What are the implications for democracy in Indonesia and the broader Muslim world? Jeremy
Menchik argues that answering these questions requires decoupling tolerance from liberalism and investigating the
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historical and political conditions that engender democratic values. Drawing on archival documents, ethnographic
observation, comparative political theory, and an original survey, Islam and Democracy in Indonesia demonstrates that
Indonesia's Muslim leaders favor a democracy in which individual rights and group-differentiated rights converge within
a system of legal pluralism, a vision at odds with American-style secular government but common in Africa, Asia and
Eastern Europe.
Civil Islam Robert W. Hefner 2011-05-21 Civil Islam tells the story of Islam and democratization in Indonesia, the
world's largest Muslim nation. Challenging stereotypes of Islam as antagonistic to democracy, this study of courage and
reformation in the face of state terror suggests possibilities for democracy in the Muslim world and beyond. Democratic
in the early 1950s and with rich precedents for tolerance and civility, Indonesia succumbed to violence. In 1965,
Muslim parties were drawn into the slaughter of half a million communists. In the aftermath of this bloodshed, a "New
Order" regime came to power, suppressing democratic forces and instituting dictatorial controls that held for decades.
Yet from this maelstrom of violence, repressed by the state and denounced by conservative Muslims, an Islamic democracy
movement emerged, strengthened, and played a central role in the 1998 overthrow of the Soeharto regime. In 1999, Muslim
leader Abdurrahman Wahid was elected President of a reformist, civilian government. In explaining how this achievement
was possible, Robert Hefner emphasizes the importance of civil institutions and public civility, but argues that
neither democracy nor civil society is possible without a civilized state. Against portrayals of Islam as inherently
antipluralist and undemocratic, he shows that Indonesia's Islamic reform movement repudiated the goal of an Islamic
state, mobilized religiously ecumenical support, promoted women's rights, and championed democratic ideals. This
broadly interdisciplinary and timely work heightens our awareness of democracy's necessary pluralism, and places
Indonesia at the center of our efforts to understand what makes democracy work.
Democratic Dynasties Kanchan Chandra 2016-04-28 Dynastic politics, usually presumed to be the antithesis of democracy,
is a routine aspect of politics in many modern democracies. This book introduces a new theoretical perspective on
dynasticism in democracies, using original data on twenty-first-century Indian parliaments. It argues that the roots of
dynastic politics lie at least in part in modern democratic institutions - states and parties - which give political
families a leg-up in the electoral process. It also proposes a rethinking of the view that dynastic politics is a
violation of democracy, showing that it can also reinforce some aspects of democracy while violating others. Finally,
this book suggests that both reinforcement and violation are the products, not of some property intrinsic to political
dynasties, but of the institutional environment from which those dynasties emerge.
Politics in Indonesia Douglas E. Ramage 2002-09-11 Politics in Indonesia describes the attitudes, aspirations and
frustrations of the key players in Indonesian politics as they struggle to shape the future. The book focuses on the
role of political Islam; Douglas E. Ramage shows that the state has been remarkably successful in maintaining secular
political institutions in a predominantly Muslim society. He analyses the way in which political questions are framed
with reference to the national ideology, the Pancasila.
The Oxford Handbook of Islam and Politics Emad El-Din Shahin 2016-10-01 Over the past three decades, scholars,
government analysts and terrorism experts have examined the relationship between Islam and politics. But specialists
have tended to limit their analysis to a specific country or focus. Few works have provided a geographically
comprehensive, in-depth analysis. Since 9/11, another wave of literature on political Islam and global terrorism has
appeared, much of it superficial and sensationalist. This situation underscores the need for a comprehensive,
analytical, and in-depth examination of Islam and politics in the post-9/11 era and in an increasingly globalizing
world. The Oxford Handbook of Islam and Politics, with contributions from prominent scholars and specialists, provides
a comprehensive analysis of what we know and where we are in the study of political Islam. It enables scholars,
students, and policymakers to understand the interaction of Islam and politics and the multiple and diverse roles of
Islamic movements, as well as issues of authoritarianism and democratization, religious extremism and terrorism
regionally and globally.
Red at Heart Elizabeth McGuire 2017 Prologue at Vova's -- Map of contemporary Russia and China -- Introduction: Serious
romance -- Part I. First encounters, circa 1921 -- Emi's adventures : Changsha-Paris-Moscow -- Qu's quest : Tolstoy and
the Trans-Siberian -- New youth, new Russians -- Part II. School crushes, 1920s -- School dramas -- Shanghai University
and the Comintern's curriculum -- A crush on Russia : Qu's female protégés -- Chiang Kaishek's son in red wonderland -Heartbreak : the demise of Qu -- Part III. Love affairs, 1930s-1940s -- Kolia the Chinese -- Liza/Li : the agitator and
the aristocrat -- Emi/Eva : the love affairs of a Sino-Soviet poet -- The legend of He Zizhen, Mao's wife in Yanan and
Moscow -- Sino-Soviet love children -- Part IV. Families, 1950s -- Male metaphors : Mao, Stalin and brotherhood -Wang, Dasha, and Nastya : Russian romance redux -- Legitimate offspring : Chinese students in 1950s Moscow -- Female
families : Liza's home, Eva's adventures -- Part V. Last kisses, 1960s and beyond -- The split within : Sino-Soviet
families under pressure -- Defiant romantics : ironies of cultural revolution -- Nostalgia : Wang's search -- Epilogue
at Yura's
Islam, Secularism, and Liberal Democracy Nader Hashemi 2009-04-08 Islam's relationship to liberal-democratic politics
has emerged as one of the most pressing and contentious issues in international affairs. In Islam, Secularism, and
Liberal Democracy, Nader Hashemi challenges the widely held belief among social scientists that religious politics and
liberal-democratic development are structurally incompatible. This book argues for a rethinking of democratic theory so
that it incorporates the variable of religion in the development of liberal democracy. In the process, it proves that
an indigenous theory of Muslim secularism is not only possible, but is a necessary requirement for the advancement of
liberal democracy in Muslim societies.
Islam Beyond Conflict Azyumardi Azra 2008-01-01 This volume explores the extent to which moderate Indonesian Islam is
able to assimilate leading concepts from Western political theory. The essays explore how concepts from Western
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political theory are compatible with a liberal interpretation of Islamic universals and how such universals can form
the basis for a contemporary approach to the protection of human rights and the articulation of a modern Islamic civil
society.
"Public Religion" and the Pancasila-based State of Indonesia Benyamin Fleming Intan 2006 «Public Religion» and the
Pancasila-Based State of Indonesia: An Ethical and Sociological Analysis analyzes the public role of religion in
Indonesian society from the pre-independence period to the end of Suharto's New Order government. It offers
constructive suggestions regarding how Indonesian religion can play a significant role within the framework of
Pancasila, Indonesia's national ideology. Based on a Christian-Muslim dialogue, it is only within the realm of civil
society that Indonesian religion will be able to promote the ideas of democracy, tolerance, and human rights in
Indonesian public affairs. In short, far from being anti-pluralist, Indonesian religion evolves as a liberating force
in the life of society, nation, and state.
Islam, Gender, and Democracy in Comparative Perspective José Casanova 2017-04-27 The relationship between secularism,
democracy, religion, and gender equality has been a complex one across Western democracies and still remains contested.
When we turn to Muslim countries, the situation is even more multifaceted. In the views of many western commentators,
the question of Women Rights is the litmus test for Muslim societies in the age of democracy and liberalism. Especially
since the Arab Awakening, the issue is usually framed as the opposition between liberal advocates of secular democracy
and religious opponents of women's full equality. Islam, Gender, and Democracy in Comparative Perspective critically
re-engages this too simple binary opposition by reframing the debate around Islam and women's rights within a broader
comparative literature. Bringing together leading scholars from a range of disciplines, it examines the complex and
contingent historical relationships between religion, secularism, democracy, law, and gender equality. Part One
addresses the nexus of religion, law, gender, and democracy through different disciplinary perspectives (sociology,
anthropology, political science, law). Part Two localizes the implementation of this nexus between law, gender, and
democracy and provides contextualized responses to questions raised in Part One. The contributors explore the situation
of Muslim women's rights in minority conditions to shed light on the gender politics in the modernization of the nation
and to ponder on the role of Islam in gender inequality across different Muslim countries.
Piety and Public Opinion Thomas B. Pepinsky 2018-01-02 Across the Muslim world, religion plays an increasingly
prominent role in both the private and public lives of over a billion people. Observers of these changes struggle to
understand the consequences of an Islamic resurgence in a democratizing world. Will democratic political participation
by an increasingly religious population lead to victories by Islamists at the ballot box? Will more conspicuously pious
Muslims participate in politics and markets in a fundamentally different way than they had previously? Will a renewed
attention to Islam lead Muslim democracies to reevaluate their place in the global community of states, turning away
from alignments with the West or the Global South and towards an Islamic civilizational identity? The answers to all of
these questions depend, at least in part, on what ordinary Muslims think and do. In order to provide these answers, the
authors of this book look to Indonesia--the world's largest Muslim country and one of the world's only consolidated
Muslim democracies. They draw on original public opinion data to explore how religiosity and religious belief translate
into political and economic behavior at the individual level. Across various issue areas--support for democracy or
Islamic law, partisan politics, Islamic finance, views about foreign engagement--they find no evidence that the
religious orientations of Indonesian Muslims have any systematic relationships with their political preferences or
economic behavior. The broad conclusion is that scholars of Islam, in Indonesia and elsewhere, must understand
religious life and individual piety as part of a larger and more complex set of social transformations. These
transformations include modernization, economic development, and globalization, each of which has occurred in parallel
with Islamic revivalism throughout the world. Against the common assumption that piety would naturally inhibit any
tendencies towards modernity, democracy, or cosmopolitanism, Piety and Public Opinion reveals the complex and subtle
links between religion and political beliefs in a critically important Muslim democracy.
Are Muslims Distinctive? M. Steven Fish 2011-02-09 Are Muslims Distinctive? represents the first major scientific
effort to assess how Muslims and non-Muslims differ--and do not differ--in the contemporary world. Using rigorous
methods and data drawn from around the globe, M. Steven Fish reveals that in some areas Muslims and non-Muslims differ
less than is commonly imagined. Muslims are not inclined to favor the fusion of religious and political authority or
especially prone to mass political violence. Yet there are differences: Gender inequality is more severe among Muslims,
Muslims are unusually averse to homosexuality and other controversial behaviors, and democracy is rare in the Muslim
world. Other areas of divergence bear the marks of a Muslim advantage: Homicide rates and class-based inequities are
less severe among Muslims than non-Muslims. Fish's findings have vital implications for human welfare, interfaith
understanding, and international relations.
Cold War Monks Eugene Ford 2017-01-01 Cover -- Half Title -- Title -- Copyright -- Dedication -- Contents -Acknowledgments -- Introduction -- One: The Buddhist World and the United States at the Onset of the Cold War,
1941-1954 -- Two: Washington Formulates a Buddhist Policy, 1954-1957 -- Three: Thailand and the International Buddhist
Arena, 1956-1962 -- Four: Reforming the Monks: The Cold War and Clerical Education in Thailand and Laos, 1954-1961 -Five: Thailand and the International Response to the 1963 Buddhist Crisis in South Vietnam -- Six: Enforcing the Code:
South Vietnam's "Struggle Movement" and the Limits of Thai Buddhist Conservatism -- Seven: Thailand's Buddhist
Hierarchy Confronts Its Challengers, 1967-1975 -- Eight: The Rage of Thai Buddhism, 1975-1980 -- Conclusion: From Byoto
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Asia's Reckoning Richard McGregor 2017-09-05 'Stunningly good' Michael Burleigh, Evening Standard, Books of the Year
2017 The dramatic story of the relationship between the world's three largest economies, one that is shaping the future
of us all, by one of the foremost experts on east Asia For more than half a century, American power in the Pacific has
successfully kept the peace. But it has also cemented the tensions in the toxic rivalry between China and Japan,
consumed with endless history wars and entrenched political dynasties. Now, the combination of these forces with Donald
Trump's unpredictable impulses and disdain for America's old alliances threatens to upend the region, and accelerate
the unravelling of the postwar order. If the United States helped lay the postwar foundations for modern Asia, now the
anchor of the global economy, Asia's Reckoning will reveal how that structure is now crumbling. With unrivalled access
to archives in the US and Asia, as well as many of the major players in all three countries, Richard McGregor has
written a tale which blends the tectonic shifts in diplomacy with the domestic political trends and personalities
driving them. It is a story not only of an overstretched America, but also of the rise and fall and rise of the great
powers of Asia. The confrontational course on which China and Japan have increasingly set themselves is no simple spat
between neighbors. And the fallout would be a political and economic tsunami, affecting manufacturing centers, trade
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routes, and political capitals on every continent.
Secularism, Religion, and Democracy in Southeast Asia Vidhu Verma 2019-08-24 Until the 1990s, secularism was understood
largely as exclusion of religion from the public domain. However, in the last two decades, the world has witnessed the
return of religion as a medium and subject of national, regional, and global politics. With such a shift, the
previously unquestioned Western values of modernity and secularism find themselves at loggerheads with the increasing
assertion of religious identity, which results in difference-based conflicts. This antagonism also gives rise to a
vibrant, religiously pluralistic civil society and speaks of a post-secular turn in modern Southeast Asian democracies.
Secularism, Religion, and Democracy in Southeast Asia tries to understand the rise of religion in modern democracies
and how everyday economic, social, and political conditions aid this post-secular phenomenon in Southeast Asia. Setting
itself apart from most studies of religion in Southeast Asia through its regional focus, this volume explores the
ideas, practices, state responses, and anxieties related to the religious–secular divide in this geopolitical region.
Liberalism Disavowed Chua Beng Huat 2017-06-23 In Liberalism Disavowed, Chua Beng Huat examines the rejection of
Western-style liberalism in Singapore and the way the People's Action Party has forged an independent non-Western
ideology. This book explains the evolution of this communitarian ideology, with focus on three areas: public housing,
multiracialism and state capitalism, each of which poses different challenges to liberal approaches. With the passing
of the first Prime Minister, Lee Kuan Yew and the end of the Cold War, the party is facing greater challenges from an
educated populace that demands greater voice. This has led to liberalization of the cultural sphere, greater
responsiveness and shifts in political rhetoric, but all without disrupting the continuing hegemony of the PAP in
government.
Tolerance, Democracy, and Sufis in Senegal Mamadou Diouf 2013-01-08 This collection critically examines "tolerance,"
"secularism," and respect for religious "diversity" within a social and political system dominated by Sufi
brotherhoods. Through a detailed analysis of Senegal's political economy, essays trace the genealogy and dynamic
exchange among these concepts while investigating public spaces and political processes and their reciprocal engagement
with the state, Sunni reformist and radical groups, and non-religious organizations. The anthology provides a rich and
nuanced historical ethnography of the formation of Senegalese democracy, illuminating the complex trajectory of the
Senegalese state and reflecting on similar postcolonial societies. Offering rare perspectives on the country's
"successes" since liberation, the volume identifies the role of religion, gender, culture, ethnicity, globalization,
politics, and migration in the reconfiguration of the state and society, and it makes an important contribution to
democratization theory, Islamic studies, and African studies.
Democracy, Islam, & Secularism in Turkey Ahmet Kuru 2012-02-14 While Turkey has grown as a world power, promoting the
image of a progressive and stable nation, several policy choices have strained its relationship with the East and the
West. Providing social, historical, and religious context for Turkey's singular behavior, the essays in Democracy,
Islam, and Secularism in Turkey examine issues relevant to Turkish debates and global concerns, from the state's
position on religion and diversity to its involvement in the European Union. Written by experts in a range of
disciplines, the chapters explore the Ottoman toleration of diversity during its classical period; the erosion of
ethno-religious diversity in modern, pre-democratic times; Kemalism and its role in modernization and nation building;
the changing political strategies of the military; and the effect of possible EU membership on domestic reforms. They
also conduct a cross-Continental comparison of "multiple secularisms" as well as political parties, considering the
Justice and Development Party in Turkey in relation to Christian Democratic parties in Europe. The contributors tackle
central research questions, such as what is the legacy of the Ottoman Empire's ethno-religious plurality and how can
Turkey's assertive secularism be softened to allow greater space for religious actors. They address the military's
"guardian" role in Turkey's secularism, the implications of recent constitutional amendments for democratization, and
the consequences and benefits of Islamic activism's presence within a democratic system. No other collection confronts
Turkey's contemporary evolution so vividly and thoroughly or offers such expert analysis of its crucial social and
political systems.
Riots, Pogroms, Jihad John T. Sidel 2018-07-05 In October 2002 a bomb blast in a Balinese nightclub killed more than
two hundred people, many of them young Australian tourists. This event and subsequent attacks on foreign targets in
Bali and Jakarta in 2003, 2004, and 2005 brought Indonesia into the global media spotlight as a site of Islamist
terrorist violence. Yet the complexities of political and religious struggles in Indonesia, the most populous Muslim
country in the world, remain little known and poorly understood in the West. In Riots, Pogroms, Jihad, John T. Sidel
situates these terrorist bombings and other "jihadist" activities in Indonesia against the backdrop of earlier episodes
of religious violence in the country, including religious riots in provincial towns and cities in 1995-1997, the May
1998 riots in Jakarta, and interreligious pogroms in 1999-2001. Sidel's close account of these episodes of religious
violence in Indonesia draws on a wide range of documentary, ethnographic, and journalistic materials. Sidel chronicles
these episodes of violence and explains the overall pattern of change in religious violence over a ten-year period in
terms of the broader discursive, political, and sociological contexts in which they unfolded. Successive shifts in the
incidence of violence-its forms, locations, targets, perpetrators, mobilizational processes, and outcomes-correspond,
Sidel suggests, to related shifts in the very structures of religious authority and identity in Indonesia during this
period. He interprets the most recent "jihadist" violence as a reflection of the post-1998 decline of Islam as a banner
for unifying and mobilizing Muslims in Indonesian politics and society. Sidel concludes this book by reflecting on the
broader implications of the pattern observed in Indonesia both for understanding Islamic terrorism in particular and
for analyzing religious violence in all its varieties.
Islam and Politics in Indonesia Remy Madinier 2015-08-31 The Masyumi Party, which was active in Indonesia from 1945 to
1960, constitutes the boldest attempt to date at reconciling Islam and democracy. Masyumi proposed a vision of society
and government which was not bound by a literalist application of Islamic doctrine but rather inspired by the values of
Islam. It set out moderate policies which were both favourable to the West and tolerant towards other religious
communities in Indonesia. Although the party made significant strides towards the elaboration of a Muslim democracy,
its achievements were nonetheless precarious: it was eventually outlawed in 1960 for having resisted Sukarno’s slide
towards authoritarianism, and the refusal of Suharto’s regime to reinstate the party left its leaders disenchanted and
marginalised. Many of those leaders subsequently turned to a form of Islam known as integralism, a radical doctrine
echoing certain characteristics of 19th-century Catholic integralism, which contributed to the advent of Muslim neofundamentalism in Indonesia. This book examines the Masyumi Party from its roots in early 20th-century Muslim reformism
to its contemporary legacy, and offers a perspective on political Islam which provides an alternative to the more
widely-studied model of Middle-Eastern Islam. The party’s experience teaches us much about the fine line separating a
moderate form of Islam open to democracy and a certain degree of secularisation from the sort of religious
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intransigence which can threaten the country’s denominational coexistence.
Muslims Talking Politics Brandon Kendhammer 2016-06-22 Sharia implementation and democratic discourse in Northern
Nigeria -- What we talk about when we talk about Islam and democracy -- Envisioning sharia, imagining the past -Democracy, federalism, and the sharia question -- Sharia in a time of transition -- Framing sharia and democracy -Muslims talking politics -- All sharia is local: islamic law and democracy in practice.
Islam and Democracy in Indonesia Jeremy Menchik 2017-03-23 Indonesia's Islamic organizations sustain the country's
thriving civil society, democracy, and reputation for tolerance amid diversity. Yet scholars poorly understand how
these organizations envision the accommodation of religious difference. What does tolerance mean to the world's largest
Islamic organizations? What are the implications for democracy in Indonesia and the broader Muslim world? Jeremy
Menchik argues that answering these questions requires decoupling tolerance from liberalism and investigating the
historical and political conditions that engender democratic values. Drawing on archival documents, ethnographic
observation, comparative political theory, and an original survey, Islam and Democracy in Indonesia demonstrates that
Indonesia's Muslim leaders favor a democracy in which individual rights and group-differentiated rights converge within
a system of legal pluralism, a vision at odds with American-style secular government but common in Africa, Asia and
Eastern Europe.
Religious Pluralism in Indonesia Chiara Formichi 2021-12-15 In 1945, Sukarno declared that the new Indonesian republic
would be grounded on monotheism, while also insisting that the new nation would protect diverse religious practice. The
essays in Religious Pluralism in Indonesia explore how the state, civil society groups, and individual Indonesians have
experienced the attempted integration of minority and majority religious practices and faiths across the archipelagic
state over the more than half century since Pancasila. The chapters in Religious Pluralism in Indonesia offer analyses
of contemporary phenomena and events; the changing legal and social status of certain minority groups; inter-faith
relations; and the role of Islam in Indonesia's foreign policy. Amidst infringements of human rights, officially
recognized minorities—Protestants, Catholics, Hindus, Buddhists and Confucians—have had occasional success advocating
for their rights through the Pancasila framework. Others, from Ahmadi and Shi'i groups to atheists and followers of new
religious groups, have been left without safeguards, demonstrating the weakness of Indonesia's institutionalized
"pluralism." Contributors: Lorraine Aragon, Christopher Duncan, Kikue Hamayotsu, Robert Hefner, James Hoesterey, Sidney
Jones, Mona Lohanda, Michele Picard, Evi Sutrisno, Silvia Vignato
Counting Islam Tarek Masoud 2014-04-28 Why does Islam seem to dominate Egyptian politics, especially when the country's
endemic poverty and deep economic inequality would seem to render it promising terrain for a politics of radical
redistribution rather than one of religious conservativism? This book argues that the answer lies not in the political
unsophistication of voters, the subordination of economic interests to spiritual ones, or the ineptitude of secular and
leftist politicians, but in organizational and social factors that shape the opportunities of parties in authoritarian
and democratizing systems to reach potential voters. Tracing the performance of Islamists and their rivals in Egyptian
elections over the course of almost forty years, this book not only explains why Islamists win elections, but
illuminates the possibilities for the emergence in Egypt of the kind of political pluralism that is at the heart of
what we expect from democracy.
Islam and Democracy in Indonesia Jeremy Menchik 2016
The Military and Democracy in Indonesia Angel Rabasa 2002-12-13 The military is one of the few institutions that cut
across the divides of Indonesian society. As it continues to play a critical part in determining Indonesia's future,
the military itself is undergoing profound change. The authors of this book examine the role of the military in
politics and society since the fall of President Suharto in 1998. They present several strategic scenarios for
Indonesia, which have important implications for U.S.-Indonesian relations, and propose goals for Indonesian military
reform and elements of a U.S. engagement policy.
Reconciliation Benazir Bhutto 2009-10-13 “It is impossible to understand today’s world without knowing Pakistan; and
impossible to understand Pakistan without reading this book. A courageous woman—tragically killed—speaks to us of
reconciliation. We owe it to her—and to ourselves—to listen, comprehend, and act.” — Madeleine Albright “One of the
most gripping and important books of our era.” — Walter Isaacson Benazir Bhutto returned to Pakistan in October 2007,
after eight years of exile, hopeful that she could be a catalyst for change. Upon a tumultuous reception, she survived
a suicide-bomb attack that killed nearly two hundred of her compatriots. But she continued to forge ahead, with more
courage and conviction than ever, since she knew that time was running out—for the future of her nation and for her
life. In Reconciliation, Bhutto recounts in gripping detail her final months in Pakistan and offers a bold new agenda
for how to stem the tide of Islamic radicalism and to rediscover the values of tolerance and justice that lie at the
heart of her religion. She speaks out not just to the West but also to the Muslims across the globe. Bhutto presents an
image of modern Islam that defies the negative caricatures often seen in the West. After reading this book, it will
become even clearer what the world has lost by her assassination
The Politics of Shari'a Law Michael Buehler 2016-09 An original and timely exploration of the continuing Islamization
of Indonesian politics despite the electoral decline of Islamist parties.
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Law and Religion in Indonesia Melissa Crouch 2013-11-12 Understanding and managing inter-religious relations,
particularly between Muslims and Christians, presents a challenge for states around the world. This book investigates
legal disputes between religious communities in the world’s largest majority-Muslim, democratic country, Indonesia. It
considers how the interaction between state and religion has influenced relations between religious communities in the
transition to democracy. The book presents original case studies based on empirical field research of court disputes in
West Java, a majority-Muslim province with a history of radical Islam. These include criminal court cases, as well as
cases of judicial review, relating to disputes concerning religious education, permits for religious buildings and the
crime of blasphemy. The book argues that the democratic law reform process has been influenced by radical Islamists
because of the politicization of religion under democracy and the persistence of fears of Christianization. It finds
that disputes have been localized through the decentralization of power and exacerbated by the central government’s
ambivalent attitude towards radical Islamists who disregard the rule of law. Examining the challenge facing governments
to accommodate minorities and manage religious pluralism, the book furthers understanding of state-religion relations
in the Muslim world. This accessible and engaging book is of interest to students and scholars of law and society in
Southeast Asia, was well as Islam and the state, and the legal regulation of religious diversity.
Islamic Exceptionalism Shadi Hamid 2016-06-07 In Islamic Exceptionalism, Brookings Institution scholar and acclaimed
author Shadi Hamid offers a novel and provocative argument on how Islam is, in fact, "exceptional" in how it relates to
politics, with profound implications for how we understand the future of the Middle East. Divides among citizens aren't
just about power but are products of fundamental disagreements over the very nature and purpose of the modern nation
state—and the vexing problem of religion’s role in public life. Hamid argues for a new understanding of how Islam and
Islamism shape politics by examining different models of reckoning with the problem of religion and state, including
the terrifying—and alarmingly successful—example of ISIS. With unprecedented access to Islamist activists and leaders
across the region, Hamid offers a panoramic and ambitious interpretation of the region's descent into violence. Islamic
Exceptionalism is a vital contribution to our understanding of Islam's past and present, and its outsized role in
modern politics. We don't have to like it, but we have to understand it—because Islam, as a religion and as an idea,
will continue to be a force that shapes not just the region, but the West as well in the decades to come.
Islam and Democracy in Indonesia
Human Rights Culture in Indonesia Maksimus Regus 2021-06-08 Drawing on human rights discourse and a study of the
difficulties faced by religious minority groups (using the Ahmadiyya minority group as a case study), this book
presents three interconnected challenges to human rights culture in Indonesia. First, it presents a normative
challenge, describing the gap between philosophical and normative principles of human rights on one side and the
overall problems and critical issues of human rights at national and local levels on the other. Second, it considers
the political problems in developing and strengthening human rights culture. The political challenge addresses the
ability (or inability) of the state to guarantee the rights of certain individuals and minority groups. Third, it
examines the sociological challenge of majority-minority group relationships in human rights discourse and practices.
This book describes the background of human rights in Indonesia and reviews the previous literature on the issue. It
also presents a comprehensive review of the discourses about human rights and political changes in contemporary
Indonesia. The analysis focuses on how human rights challenges affect the situation of religious minorities, looking in
particular at the Ahmadiyya as a minority group that experiences human rights violations such as discrimination,
persecution, and violence. The study fills out its treatment of these issues by examining the involvement of actors
both from the state and society, addressing also the politics of human rights protection.
Civil Democratic Islam Cheryl Benard 2004-03-25 In the face of Islam's own internal struggles, it is not easy to see
who we should support and how. This report provides detailed descriptions of subgroups, their stands on various issues,
and what those stands may mean for the West. Since the outcomes can matter greatly to international community, that
community might wish to influence them by providing support to appropriate actors. The author recommends a mixed
approach of providing specific types of support to those who can influence the outcomes in desirable ways.
Constitutionalism in Islamic Countries: Between Upheaval and Continuity Tilmann Röder (J.) 2012-02-16 Constitutionalism
in Islamic Countries: Between Upheaval and Continuity examines the question of whether something similar to an "Islamic
constitutionalism" has emerged out of the political and constitutional upheaval witnessed in many parts of North
Africa, the Middle East, and Central and Southern Asia. In order to identify its defining features and to assess the
challenges that Islamic constitutionalism poses to established concepts of constitutionalism, this book offers an
integrated analysis of the complex frameworks in Islamic countries, drawing on the methods and insights of comparative
constitutional law, Islamic law, international law and legal history. European and North American experiences are used
as points of reference against which the peculiar challenges, and the specific answers given to those challenges in the
countries surveyed, can be assessed. The book also examines ways in which the key concepts of constitutionalism,
including fundamental rights, separation of powers, democracy and rule of law, may be adapted to an Islamic context,
thus providing valuable new insights on the prospects for a genuine renaissance of constitutionalism in the Islamic
world in the wake of the "Arab spring."
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